
Rosemont reservoir: 
final phase of the work

Start: September 2021
End: November 2021

Information
Nature of the work Starting in September, the city will carry out the final stage of major repairs on Rosemont 

reservoir. A series of tests will be carried out on the systems associated with commissioning 
the new pumping station and the largest drinking water reservoir in Montréal.

Impacts While all precautions to avoid disrupting the network’s continuous supply are taken, these 
operations could cause certain visible disruptions at your tap. These situations are usually 
short-term:

● Drop in water pressure
● Water discolouration (yellowish, reddish, brownish or greyish). See back for steps to 

follow before consuming any. 

Affected boroughs 
and towns

During the tests, residents of Ahuntsic-Cartierville, Anjou, Mercier–Hochelaga-Maisonneuve, 
Rivière-des-Prairies–Pointe-aux-Trembles, Montréal-Nord, Saint-Léonard, Rosemont–La 
Petite-Patrie and Montréal-Est may observe the impact mentioned above. 

Stay informed ● For further information on drops in water pressure or water discolouration:

○ Visit the montreal.ca website. 
○ Enter “drop in water pressure” or “water discolouration” in the search engine.

● To receive notifications of upcoming interventions and impact on the water supply 
system:

○ Subscribe to the Notices and Alerts system atmontreal.ca/en/notices-and-alerts 
to receive emails or text messages. 

○ Select “Water and waterworks”.

https://montreal.ca/en/articles/low-water-pressure-what-you-need-to-know-17846
https://montreal.ca/en/articles/what-to-do-if-your-tap-water-discoloured-15552
https://montreal.ca/en/articles/low-water-pressure-what-you-need-to-know-17846
https://montreal.ca/en/articles/what-to-do-if-your-tap-water-discoloured-15552


Information 514 872-3777

ville.montreal.qc.ca/chantiers (in French)

info-travaux@ville.montreal.qc.ca

Is your tap water discoloured? Follow these steps before consuming any:

Turn on your cold water tap. ● At home, we recommend that you use the tap in the bathtub. Otherwise, 
use the tap for the kitchen sink. If your property has neither a bathtub nor a 
kitchen sink (because it is a shop, for example), use whatever tap you 
have available.

● Let the cold water run for a few minutes until it becomes clear.
● Your tap water can then be consumed.

Does your tap have an aerator? ● Before letting the water run, it is recommended to unscrew the nozzle to 
remove it.

Important ● To avoid staining fabrics and causing any damage, make sure the water is 
clear before doing your laundry or using any other appliances that use 
water.

For health questions ● Call 811.
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